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First Grade Pacing Guide Marietta City Schools



English Language Arts: First Quarter Reads Kindergarten word list


Reads first nine week high frequency words


Decodes regularly spelled one-syllable words


Says corresponding sounds for all letters


Writes a complete sentence


Writes informative texts


Uses strategies to read grade level selection with accuracy



English Language Arts: Second Quarter


Uses strategies to read grade level selection with accuracy


Reads second nine week high frequency words


Identifies the main topic and key details of informational text


Recognizes and applies the digraphs: sh, ch, th, wh


Writes a complete 5 word sentence with capitals and periods/question mark


Spells words phonetically drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling


conventions




Writes narratives with two or more sequential events



English Language Arts: Third Quarter


Reads third nine week high frequency words


Describes characters, setting, and major events using key details
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Answers questions about key details in an informational text


Reads words with inflectional endings


Writes a complete 6 word sentence with capitals and period/question marks


Spells irregular words (the, have, said)


Writes explanatory texts


Uses strategies to read grade level selection with accuracy


andcomprehension





English Language Arts: Fourth Quarter


Uses strategies to read grade level selection with accuracy


andcomprehension




Knows and applies final e and vowel teams (ee,ea,ay,ai) etc.


Reads fourth nine week high frequency words


Answers questions about key details in a literary text


Writes a complete 8 word sentence with capitals, and ending marks . ? !


Capitalizes names of people and dates


Writes an opinion piece


Answers comp. questions in complete sentences


Distinguishes between short and long vowel sounds



Math: First Quarter


Recognizes, counts and writes numbers 1-40


Uses addition strategies through 10


Uses subtraction strategies through 10
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Math: Second Quarter

 Recognizes, counts, andwrites numbers 1-80


Uses addition strategies through 20


Uses subtraction strategies through 20


Solves addition problems of three numbers (4+3+2)


Uses addition strategies to solve word problems


Uses subtraction strategies to solve word problems


Determine if equations involving addition and subtraction are true or false



Math: Third Quarter


Recognizes, counts, and writes numbers 1-120


Given a two-digit number, finds 10 more or 10 less


Uses place value concepts (tens and ones)


Compares two-digit numbers (>,<,=)


Understands adding two-digit numbers (20+10=30, 21+7=28)


Subtracts 10 from a multiple of 10 (30-10=20)



Math: Fourth Quarter


Identifies halves and fourths of a whole object


Measures and compares the lengths of objects


Reads, creates, and uses graphs


Tells and writes time to hour and half hour


Uses attributes, identifies, compares, and sorts 2 & 3 dimensional shapes
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Work and Study Skills:


Avoids unnecessary distractions andinterruptions


Completes daily work on time


Followsdirections


Turns in homework promptly


Personal and Social:


Observesrules


Is polite and respectful


Relates to and works well with others


Usesself-control


Acceptsresponsibility
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